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Abstract: Document forgery is an increasing problem for both 

private companies and public administrations. It can be said to 

represent the loss of time and resources. There are many classical 

solutions to these problems such as the detection of an integrated 

security pattern. In such cases, it is important that we resort to 

forensic techniques for the detection. The idea behind using these 

forensic techniques can also be implemented using artificial 

intelligence/machine learning which can be of lower cost and can 

provide the same or better results. The experimental result shows 

that multiple models have strong detection capability to detect 

multiple forgeries. In this paper, we have developed a different 

approach to detecting forgery in a document. The forgery we 

detect can be classified as hand-written signature forgery and 

copy-move forgery of any photo, text, or signature. We have 

developed a novel approach using capsule layers to detect a 

forgery in handwritten signatures. We also use ELA (Error Level 

Analysis) to detect any error in the compression levels of the 

image. 

Keywords: Document, Forgery Detection, Capsule Neural 

Networks, CNN, Copy-Move Forgery, Signature Forgery 

I. INTRODUCTION  

We now live in a digital age where technology has become 

a key aspect in our day-to-day lives, from creating, 

processing, and storing information to displaying user needs 

and desires. Knowledge representation is multi-dimensional 

and stored as bits and bytes in various formats such as texts, 

photos, and videos. Technology can be an issue. With recent 

advances in technology, people are misusing technology in 

ways that can harm society. Changing data without visible 

traces of intervention has never been easier. With this, there 

are several opportunities as well as risks, and the gravity of 

the threats cannot be understated.  
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Impersonating or altering artifacts, such as significant papers, 

pictures, news articles, works of art, etc., is called forgery. It 

is always coupled with other fraudulent activities including 

check fraud, insurance fraud, identity theft, and smuggling. 

False social media profiles and modified email messages are 

examples of technological forgeries that are not always 

tangible. We have noticed a significant increase in demand 

for online document authentication in e-commerce and e-

government applications due to the pandemic’s continuous 

issue. Documents are placed on internet platforms for a 

variety of reasons. However, certain editing software or other 

technology may alter the content of the document. It is 

important to identify the changes done to document 

photocopies. Because images can serve as small pieces of 

forensic evidence or can be used in court. Proving the 

authenticity of documents is very important. Forgery process 

of imitating or changing objects which can include important 

documents, images, news, works of art, etc. It is always 

accompanied by other fraudulent behaviors like identity 

takeover, smuggling, insurance fraud, check fraud, and many 

more. Forgeries do not always have to be physical, they can 

also be electronics such as fake social media pages or 

adaption of email correspondence. Since the concern of our 

topic is documented forgery, we will show the limelight on 

different kinds of document forgeries. Genuine passports 

without any personal data or without any stamp, or any signed 

memorandum letters without content can be considered real 

documents as they are blank documents. The forger inserts 

the data to perform the fraudulent activity. The forgeries in 

these kinds of documents are difficult to detect. The detection 

of any manipulation in document images is important as an 

image can be used as legal evidence, in any forensics 

investigation, and in many other fields. Hence, there is a dire 

need to prove the authentication of a document. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Digital forgery detection has been an ongoing topic in the 

research field for many years. Numerous solutions for the 

same have been proposed addressing different kinds of 

forgery detection. The existing document forgery detection 

methods can be broadly classified into main categories i.e 

active and passive methods. The paper [1] proposes a system 

architecture based on the inspection of probed documents 

with the analysis of ink. The paper produced a new method to 

find any mismatch of ink color in the HSD images. The 

approach is based on an NMF model with orthogonal as well 

as graph regularization. The assumption made here is that 

under some attainment protocols, some of the latent actors 

present in the HSD images can be forced to be orthogonal. 

The author of this paper also has proposed an efficient 

algorithm that is multiplier based to incorporate in the method. 
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The paper [2] proposes an efficient method to detect 

signature forgery which is based on the siamese neural 

network. The method uses CNN for data preprocessing and 

evaluation is done using a siamese network working with the 

CNN model. Unique features of the implementation include 

a contrastive loss function. A high recall was achieved and 

loss was minimized to 0.43. The paper [3] proposes a robust 

system to detect digital forgery using CNN architecture for 

compressed images. The CNN architecture consists of 

multiple layers such as a pooling layer, a convolutional layer, 

and fully connected layers. The authors in [4] offer a shallow 

convolutional neural network(CNN) that can identify 

manufactured region boundaries from original edges in low-

resolution images. SCNN was created to make use of chroma 

and saturation data. Two techniques based on SCNN, term 

sliding windows detection(SWD) and fast SCNN have been 

developed to detect and identify image forgery regions. 

The paper[5] provides a new deep learning-based image 

fraud detection system for automatically learning 

hierarchical representation from input RGB color 

photographs. Image splicing and copy-move forgeries can be 

detected using the suggested CNN, The fundamental high-

pass filter set employed in the spatial rich model(SRM) is 

utilized to establish the weights at the first layer of our 

network, which serves as a regularizer to efficiently suppress 

the effect of picture contents and capture the subtle artifacts 

created by the tampering operations. The pre-trained CNN is 

used as a patch descriptor to retrieve dense features from the 

test images, and the final discriminative features for SVM 

classification are obtained via a feature fusion technique. 

III. DATASET 

Finding an appropriate dataset for training and testing the 

model is one of the challenging tasks while creating an ML 

model. Since training of the ML model almost depends on 

the dataset that has been used. Forged document images 

dataset are not available easily. We planned to create the 

dataset by collecting real document images from the web and 

forging the images to create the forged image dataset. The 

dataset consists of two types of data, one is for training copy 

move forgery detection model and the other is for training 

the signature forgery detection model. Since the dataset is 

created manually, it requires preprocessing. The data 

preprocessing is done using the openCV technique. Since the 

noise in the image has a great effect on the result of the 

models. Preprocessing includes slant correction and 

denoising. Since We have approached the forgery detection 

problem by creating different models for different types of 

intrinsic features, extraction of that particular feature is also 

needed. The signature forgery detection model accepts the 

extracted signature from the uploaded image. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

 The implemented system consists of preprocessing, capsule 

network, error level analysis, and CNN. 

a) Data preprocessing: preprocessing is done to reduce the 

noise in the uploaded image, the presence of which might 

result in false positives or lesser efficiency of the detection 

model. Preprocessing phase plays a vital role in the product 

implementation since the errors or unwanted data present in 

this phase will be carried out till the final stages of the product 

development. Cleaning the data in the earlier stages will 

improve the system. The pre-processing stage consists of slant 

correction, cropping of the unwanted region from the input 

document image, and image denoising. The slant correction 

and denoising are done using the OpenCV technique. 

b) Capsule neural network: To detect the forgery of signature, 

a capsule neural network is used instead of CNN. Despite the 

benefits of CNN, there are always 

challenges in using them. CNNs do not have the ability to 

model the changes in new fields and dimensions and cannot 

distinguish between similar components that are placed in 

different locations of an image. The reason to use CapsNet is 

that it can reduce the number of layers and parameters in the 

network architecture and decrease complexity. CapsNet is 

capable of detecting the details of angular and spatial changes 

in components. Not only is a capsule network able to represent 

the existence of particular visual features, but also it can detect 

the transformations that might have occurred in the features. 

In capsule networks, spatial details are completely 

differentiated. 

c) Error level analysis and CNN: To convert an image to ELA, 

the preprocessed images must be reframed at a certain level 

of quality. The image is whitened or brightened as a result of 

this technique. In order to reframe the images, forged and real 

images are considered that have been processed in 

preprocessed. Finally, the preprocessed image and reframed 

image are compared to see the difference between them. The 

tampered parts of the image in the forged ELA framed image 

are brighter than the corresponding original segments of the 

image. Having ELA analysis before the processing of the 

neural networks has a huge advantage as the ELA reframed 

image contains only non redundant information and nearby 

pixels are compared based on similar intensity. The reframed 

image needs to be resized to make the RGB values lie between 

0 and 1 so each cell value can be normalized by dividing the 

values by 255. The resizing helps the neural network converge 

faster than usual. CNN model consists of 2 layers of a 

convolutional network. The first layer of the CNN is a 

convolutional layer with 32 filters. Dropout is used as a 

regularization technique for reducing overfitting in neural 

networks, preventing complex co-adaptations on training 

data. The CNN consists of 2 convolution layers, max pooling, 

and 2 dropout layers 

 

 

Fig 1: System architecture 
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The result of the forgery detection is produced considering 

the result of individual models. The individual models are 

enclosed within an ensemble model. Since the fakeness of 

each feature is detected by making use of different models, 

the results from the respective models need to be combined 

to get the overall fakeness result. All the models are 

combined together with an ensemble model and the overall 

fakeness of the document is produced as the output. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The training images for the copy-move model, CASIA-2 and 

MICC dataset have been considered. The dataset consists of 

images from these two datasets which are split into training 

and testing datasets and then passed onto our model to 

classify them into two classes i.e authenticate and forged. 

 

Fig 2: Training loss and Validation Loss of Copy Move 

Forgery Detection Model 

 

Fig 3: Training Accuracy and Validation Accuracy of 

Copy Move Forgery Detection Model 

 

Fig 4: Confusion Matrix of Copy Move Forgery 

Detection Model 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a method to detect a digital document forgery 

using a neural network has been presented. The proposed 

solution uses a capsule neural network for signature forgery 

detection and a combined model of ELA and CNN is used for 

copy-paste forgery detection. The proposed method uses 

features from two datasets of varying difficulty. The 

experiment results validate that the classification performance 

decreases when the samples are more challenging. However, 

the implemented architecture does not easily generalize to 

datasets with different underlying distributions. The capsule 

neural network was found to be efficient in detecting the 

forge-ness of the signatures in the document images. ELP was 

found to be efficient with detecting copy-move forgery 

detection. The overall positive and negative forgery detection 

rate of the designed system was very promising. It is 

encouraged that future work is required to investigate 

completely on a wider range of algorithms with even higher 

efficiency and also to detect the fraudulent use of video [MP4] 

format files. Overall, the project work has given us an 

opportunity to dig deeper into forgery detection methods. 

Image forgery detection is not only an emerging topic in 

research but an important topic in which faster and more 

accurate work is needed. The accurate and efficient methods 

to detect forgery are increasing day by day. Nevertheless, 

there is surely a lot of work still to be done in the image 

forgery detection domain and neural networks will be able to 

detect tampered images regardless of their difficulty. In the 

future, there is scope to improvise the training model by 

increasing the variance in the dataset and also it has scope to 

detect the forgery in video files. 
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